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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates our step-by-step guide to returning high definition to Kohohit Island. zelda: Link's Awakening is back, about 20 years since its DX color version for the fully remade, high-definition version on the Nintendo Switch. Unlike remakes such as Capcom Resident Evil
2, this is not a game that updates the classics; Nintendo and developer Grezzo was so faithful to the Game Boy original almost everything as it once was - in many cases, keeping exactly the same placement of the many blocks that form its overworld and many dungeons - meaning that those who
memorized the original would feel at home. However, even with some welcome improvement in quality of life, this is an old-school zelda game - which means it could be the real head scraper that is where our zelda: The Awakening's Links Walk-by-Step Guide and the series of zelda: The Awakening
Guide Link come in. Taking you through a linear series of dungeons - and the events and objects that gate hold them - in order to complete the game. Although it's not an open world, Link's Awakening isn't always easy. The game won't often tell you explicitly where to go or what items you need to
progress, and encourages exploration through additional collectibles - such as heart pieces and shells - as well as side quests like a trade sequence item. Starting zelda: Link Awakening zelda: Awakening Connection - Toronbo Shores, how to get SwordFirst Dungeon Second DungeonThird Dungeon
(now you can get Ocarina, by the way!) Fifth DungeonSixth dungeonEighth dungeonFinishing Link's Awakening (make sure you complete the trade sequence first!) This content is placed on an external platform that will only be displayed on the outside platform. Please turn on the cookies for viewing. As
well as the above steps to take along the critical path of the game, there are a number of other additional things to do and see too, that our series of other zelda: Link Awakening guide cover: (Image credit: Nintendo) is a great game, so the legend of zelda: The Awakening Step-by-Step Guide can be
invaluable, helping you to get lost, taking forever, or just shortening to the point altogether. If you've never played the original, then there are loads to do, and if you have, then visual changes and a new look could mean that you need retraining. In addition to the game and the main quest there is also a ton
of collectibles and secrets. Finding them without guidance will take a lot longer, that check the information we have here if you want to streamline the passage and don't miss anything. Link Awakening Sea Shells (en) Link Awakening character figurines (en) Awakening Heart Link PiecesGetting Sword and
Shield (image credit: credit: Marin, as soon as you get out of bed, she'll guide you to the Toronbo Shores in the south. Talk to Sarin to get our first item, shield. Head east and south from the village, following the path down to the shore. Once on the beach, go east until you see a lone spiked enemy - push it
east and pick up the sword. Returning to Mabe Village.The Trading Sequence (Image: Nintendo) Trading sequence is a must-have side quest in the game that ultimately rewards us with Boomerang, one of the most powerful weapons. Before you head to the Mysterious Forest, go to the fashion game
store (a house in the southeast corner of the map). Use the faucet to pick up the Yoshi doll, and head to the northernmost house in the village to exchange it for tape. Take the ribbon into the house with the Chomp chain outside and go to the right door. Exchange the tape for a dog food nod. Make your
way back down to the shore and go straight as soon as you reach the sand. Inside the house, trade dog food on a banana. Mysterious Forest (Image credit: Nintendo) Now head back to the forest, which is at the top left of the mabe Village. After talking to the sakova, come over until you can turn right, and
continue to the right until you reach the hollowed-out tree. Inside the tree, kill Keese and destroy all the purple crystals with the sword. Tap the boulder in front of the chest to get 50 rupees. Make sure not to fall through the cracked floor, and head to one room and right, killing the ashes that appear from
the floor. We can't access this part of the heart yet, so move the nearest boulder to your left and one under the left as well, then get out of the tree. Take the toadstool and head back through the tree. Tap the nearest boulder to your right, one above that up, one right to right you want to push right again,
and one above that you need to go up to let you get out. Back to the other side, move north until you reach the cliff covering the entrance. For moblins with a shield, divert their attacks, then when they are stunned, attack them. From here, head east from the forest and then south to enter the witch's house.
Beware of electrified solos on the way as you can't hurt them yet. The witch transforms your toad into magic powder. This can ignite torches and have different consequences for enemies. Go back to the Mysterious Forest, and instead of turning right to enter the tree you were at the beginning, walk left
and then up. Use your magic powder on the raccoon, and watch it turn back into sarin. You'll find the key for the Tail Cave in the chest in the north, which we need to continue. Once you've got that, head back to shore and follow the top wall along the right. Interact with the keyhole and Tail Cave.The
Legend of zelda: Awakening Link Step-By - Start game (Part 1) Legend Legend zelda: The Awakening step-by-step guide Link - Tail of the Cave (Part 2) The Legend of zelda: The Awakening Of the Step-By Guide Links - Bottle Grotto (Part 3) The Legend of zelda: Awakening Link Step-By-Guide - Key
Cave (Part 4) The Legend of the Sel Reference Awakening Step Guide - Fisherman's Tunnel (Part 5) The Legend of zelda: The Awakening of the Step-By Guide - Mo Soma (Part 6) The Legend of zelda: The Awakening Step-By Guide Links - Face of the Sanctuary (Part 7) The Legend of zelda :
Awakening Step-By-Direction - Eagle Tower (Part 8) The Legend of zelda: Awakening a Step-By Guide Links - Turtle Rock (Part 9) The Legend of zelda: Awakening Links Step-By Guide - The Awakening of the Wind Fish (Part 10) Current page: Awakening Links Step-By Guide: The Beginning of the
Game (Part 1) The next page is the Link Awakening Step-By Guide: Tail Cave (Part 2) FlagView HistoryWelcome to the Legend of zelda: Awakening Links for a Switch Turn-By Guide that will take you through all parts of Kolohint Island, from the shores to the heights of Tal Tal, and all the dungeons along
the way. This step-by-step guide will list when and where to find all the pieces of heart, secret shells, chests, and more. Join Link on his journey as he explores the dungeons and collects the eight musical instruments needed to wake up Wind Fish and satisfy his desire to return home - but it won't be an
easy quest. This guide is written narratively, mostly in the third person, to give it the quality of the story book. Let us know what you think! Click from the list below for the full Link Awakening step guide, or scroll further for specific details that you'll find on each page. Sword and Mysterious Forest Step-by-
Step Guide Will Get a Shield Link and SwordFind Sleepy ToadActoolAcquire Magic PowderGet past the mischievous RaccoonObtain Tail KeyFind Fairy Fountain Tail Cave Dungeon Passage will help you: Find all the chests. Get a Rock pen that gives the link a go. Defeat the mini-boss, Rolling Bones,
with tips. Defeat the boss, Moldorm, with advice. Get Moon CelloThe Save BowWow to Gopongo Swamp Passage Will Help You: Find BowWowDefeat Moblin dungeonFind entry to the bottle grotto in Gopongo SwampThe Bottle Grotto Dungeon Walkthrough will help you: Find all the bottles of Grotto
Treasure chestEarn Power BraceletDefeat Mini Boss, Hinox, with tipsDefeat Boss, Genie, with tipsGet Castle Conch HornThe Kanalet, Golden Leaf Places Passage Will Get You : Key Cave Dungeon Passage Will Help You: Find All the Treasure ChestsGet Pegasus BootsDefeat Mini Boss , Dodongo
Snakes, with tipsDefeat Slime EyesGet Lily's BellThe To Angler's Tunnel - Animal Village, Yarna Desert Step-by-Step Guide Will Help You: Color Dungeon Passage Will Help Corner Tunnel Dungeon Passage Will Help You: Find Every Treasure ChestGet Flippers that allow, Kew Ball, with The boss,
Angler Fish, with tipsGet Surf HarpAt this moment, you have to collect enough secret sea shells to unlock The Level 2 Sword. TheReturn Ghost, The Road to Mo Mo's Step-By Guide To The Cat helped you: Mo Mo Dungeon's Step-by-Step Guide To You: Defeat the Mini Boss, Master StalfosGet Hook
ShotFind All Treasure ChestsDefeat Boss, Slime Eel, with tipsThe Ancient Ruins Passage Will Help You: Face Sanctuary Dungeon Passage Will Help You: Beat Face Sanctuary DungeonFind Level 2 Power BraceletCollie Instrument Sirens - Coral Triangle : Complete the Sign MazeGet KeyFind Eagle's
Tower : Break Every Column in the Dungeon!00% Eagle's TowerGet Instrument Sirens - Body evening CalmThe Road to Turtle Rock Walkthrough will help you: Save the MarinFind Entrance to Turtle Rock : 100% Turtle Rock DungeonGetGet Magic RodBeat Boss Hot HeadGet Tool Sirens - Thunder
DrumThe Wind Fish's Egg - Ultimate Boss Fighting Step-By Will Help You: Unlock Egg Winds Fish DungeonFigure from Wind Fish MazeDefeat Every Final Boss in Link'sActiv AwakeningIntere Map
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